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Webinar Format

 All attendees muted throughout presentation

 Submit your questions via Questions-Textbox on GoToWebinar
‘Dashboard’

 Webinar is being recorded – recording will be available along with 
slides on the Larta Portal
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Blue Practice and 
Larta Institute 

Present:
  

The Power of Messaging, 
PR, and Effective 
Communications 

for Science & Tech Startups



Blue Practice is... 

Our practice is 
communications. 

Our passion is making a 
difference. 

 a communications firm 
supporting purpose-driven 
companies and causes,
with a specialization in 
science & technology. 

300+ Launches in 20 years

We create and share the 
stories that propel positive 
change.  



Built 
Environment

Energy

Design

Innovation

We work in...



What are we going to talk about today?

Value to startup science and technology companies 

How effective communications can support your goals

Specific examples of communications gone good/bad

Workshop messaging exercises



Science and Technology 
Communications
Excitement and challenge in 
communicating novelty



All companies face 
communications 
challenges. 

Science-backed 
companies face 
more.  

New company.

New product.

New technology. 

New science.

 New doubts.

New audience. 



LS9

Stuck in a lab based mentality and not 
ready to speak to investors, LS9 
experienced difficulties  translating their 
technical, but innovative work to a larger, 
more mainstream audience. 

How can we communicate technical 
scientific research to a larger audience?



Impossible 
Communications Challenge?

The scientific industry continuously failed to properly 
define the benefits of GMO’s from their inception, and 
companies today still suffer from inherent bias 
surrounding  this coded language.

The Impossible Burger, inheriting the problem that was 
created ten years earlier, received negative press in the 
New York Times and LA Times regarding questions of 
safety and FDA approval. 

How can we introduce new products while responding to 
and preventing industry bias and confusion?



Climate Change

Messaging around climate change is still 
controversial and heavily disputed. 

As  a civilization, we still do not  believe the 
word of 99% of scientists.

Science has been polarized and politicized.

image?



PR For You: 
Startup Communications
The early stages of understanding and 
communicating your message



How does 
communications
align with overall 
corporate goals? 

Let’s look at the goals of your organization:

● Identify and connect with customers
● Gain acceptance into your community
● Gain recognition
● Build networks
● Foster relationships
● Identify influencers 
● Build credibility
● Identify investors 
● Convey your value to potential 

partners.



Why focus on PR 
and Marketing? 

Why is it important? 

What are PR and communications, really? 

Engage and build a relationship with your 
audience and the general public

Establish trust that helps to further mission 
of your own organization, and the public 
good. 



Storytelling 2.0

It’s never been so 
easy. 

It’s never been so 
hard.

Isn’t it enough to do good work and 
shouldn’t you just gain recognition for 
effort?

Our existing news paradigm was very 
limited (pre internet, social), and now 
we have a broad unlimited channel for 
information..



How can better
communications 
benefit your 
company?  

Reaching your target market

Build connections

Convey a positive impression

Dispel misunderstanding. Have a voice at 
the table.



PR For You:
Communicating Sci&Tech
The unique challenges surrounding 
communicating science and technology



Communicating 
Science & 
Technology

It’s more than communicating your 
brand.

It’s difficult to communicate science - 
can’t tell it like a scientist

Impossible Burger still handling the GMO 
miscommunication situation.  



K.I.S.S.

Launching LS9 and 
building excitement 
for new 
transportation 
fuels  

Value was found in an in-depth 
messaging process, extracting the value 
from their company. 

Taking story from lab to boardroom. 

Finding a way to reframe their technology. 

Make it understandable and relevant





We positioned Waterfx  
as a solution to a 
problem. 

● CA drought
● Solar desalination 
● Energy & Ag
● Build relationships



Connecting the pilot to a major obstacle 
relevant to local farmers positioned 
WaterFX favorably, and framed their 
project as an innovative solution to a 
seemingly unsolvable problem. 



You Only Launch Once
Combining innovation & commercialization 
stories to introduce your company to the world. 



You Only Launch Once!
You have the opportunity to introduce your company to the public one time, and it is important to 
be prepared in every possible way.. 

What is a launch? Are there multiple “launches”? 

There is no beta launch
● When is the right time to launch? 

○ Align with critical interests: funding, partnership, seize leadership

● Essential parts of a story:
○ Invoke newsworthiness
○ Prep the audience
○ Create context
○ Speak in terms of value and benefit



PR Plays in Three Areas 

Building your Story:

Vision & Mission

Messaging & 
Positioning

Creating Corporate 
Story

Audience Engagement:

Listening

Adding Value

Contributing to Conversation

Building Relationships

Telling your Story:

Consistency of 
Story

Presentations

Content Creation

Media Relations

Speaking, Awards, 
Events



What should you be thinking about 
now? 

Building your brand

Honing your messaging

Understanding your audience

Prioritizing key messages

Preparing for launch



Communications Exercises
Successfully messaging your company’s mission 
is the starting point for all external 
communications. 
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STRENGTHS

+ Two trusted brands with strong community and only 
20% overlap means growth

+ Alignment on goals/mission

+ Industry-leading technology

+ Large, existing install base

+ Successful history of partnerships

OPPORTUNITIES

+ EV industry growth in key areas (Volt, Tesla, Leaf)

+ Attention from major auto brands (Mercedes)

+ Unified resources/data

+ Mobile, cap-light technology has strong advantage

+ Potential growth beyond EV market; ability to be a thought 
leader in vehicle/EV innovation

WEAKNESSES
+No new brand to rely on and message through

+No news to support merger announcement

+Not clear how to join products/site

+Despite merger, still a small company

+Challenges with multiple audiences

THREATS

+ EV industry particularly volatile 

+ Market competition increasing 

+ Customers control their own announcements and news



POSITIONING STATEMENT

For:                                                                             (target audience)

In need of:                                                                 (customer need)

Company Name:                           (brand)

Is:                                                                           (competitive framework)

That:                                                                           (value proposition)

The reason is:                                                            (reason to believe)



POSITIONING STATEMENT

For:  a plug-in community - including drivers and industry  (target audience)

In need of: tools and information to improve the plug-in driving experience 
(customer need)

Company Name:  XXXXXXX (brand)

Is: mobile technology & services company (competitive framework)

That: provides social driving tools and (consumer) intelligence (value 
proposition)

The reason is: to support adoption and growth of plug-in mobility (reason to 
believe)



Positioning 
Statement

Key Messages 
(Core Benefits)

(Corporate Strength) (Technology Strength) (Industry Opportunity)

 

(Power of Team, 
Investors, Etc.) 

Proof Points



Positioning 
Statement

For a plug-in community including drivers and industry, in need of tools and 
information to improve the plug-in driving experience, we are a software 
technology company that provides social, data-rich informatics and industry 
intelligence in order to support the adoption and escalation of plug-in mobility.

Key Messages 
(Core Benefits)

(Merger)

Bigger, better

(Technology)

Cleanweb software 
supporting plug-in 
adoption

(Industry)

 Keystone of plug-in 
consumer and industry

(Depth and breadth) 
Everything plug-in

Proof Points
•Same focus, broader 
reach
•Seize more opportunities
•More than spreadsheet 
synergy
•Team dynamics

•Best tech for auto 
manufacturers
•Open and sharing
•Generates valuable data
•100k cars
•20k stations
•2 top apps
•On most platform

•Fixes an infrastructure 
problem
•Plug-in crowdsourcing 
Informs innovation
•“smart charging” 
supports grid
•Fleet solutions
•Offerings free to 
consumers
•Largest auto companies 
are customers

•Phone to wheel
•Vertical integration
•Innovation and 
information



Launching

When is the right time to launch? Do you have all 
your story essentials? Validation? Influencers? 
Audience? Do you have something important to 
say? To you contribute to a conversation?  



Things you can do next:

Shared understanding of mission and message across all stakeholders.

Better understand and monitor your industry, audience and competition. 

Evaluate your existing communications.  Does it work for your audience today? Tomorrow?

Develop and share consistent messaging across all communication platforms.



THANK YOU
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Thank you

Special thanks to:

Tim Gnatek

tim@bluepractice.com


